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Freewell K2 Versatile Magnetic Filter System
Bet on Freewell's proposal, try the K2 filter system and realize any creative invention. The set consists of a practical filter storage case,
main stand, VND stand, VND105/CPL and VND6-9/ND32CPL filters, lens cap, back cap and four adapters (67mm, 72mm, 77mm, 82mm).
You can also use other filters, including Gradient, Mist, Streak or ND, without any problems. The magnetic design provides a secure and
stable mount, while allowing you to change filters quickly and smoothly during a photo or film shoot. A slot for a GND filter will also be at
your disposal. Be ready for any challenge and enjoy unparalleled image quality. 
 
Future-proof solutions
K2  is  a  future-proof  solution  for  all  photography  and  filming  enthusiasts.  You  no  longer  have  to  worry  about  choosing  the  right  filter
thread  size  -  this  versatile  system is  compatible  with  lenses  up  to  82mm in  diameter.  The  kit  comes  with  67mm,  72mm,  77mm and
82mm adapters. It is also possible to buy 52 mm, 55 mm, 58 mm and 62 mm variants. You can also layer individual filters on top of each
other  for  even more interesting results.  In  this  way,  Freewell  provides  the freedom to  use a  variety  of  filters,  eliminating the need to
purchase several sizes of a given filter for different lenses.
 
Stunning color reproduction
Thanks to True Color technology, the K2 system guarantees the highest quality of color reproduction. The coating process of the filters
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allowed minimizing the occurrence of offsets compared to other VND filters available on the market. As a result,  you can be sure that
your photographs and videos will  reflect real colors with even greater accuracy and authenticity.  From now on, you can fully focus on
shooting and recording without having to do lengthy editing of your footage.
 
Let creativity take over
By opting for the K2, you will get the possibility of almost unlimited artistic expression. The system allows you to apply a variety of filters,
such as Gradient, Snow Mist, Glow Mist and Streak. This will help you capture magical moments in a unique way. Start recording with ND
filters and then want to use Gradient type? From now on, you can say goodbye to costly and annoying switching between systems - the
K2 makes it so you can use different filters as part of one system, and adapt it to any lens with a maximum size of 82mm.
 
Efficient operation
From now on, you can conveniently adjust the light transmission rate from 1 to 9, increasing your flexibility in adjusting exposure. Also
noteworthy is the hard stop so that the filter has a fixed point, after which there is no further increase in light reduction. This allows you
to  maintain  a  stable  and  controlled  exposure.  Whether  you  are  a  professional  photographer,  filmmaker  or  enthusiast,  the  K2  system
provides reliable tools to express your creativity and achieve excellent results in any situation.
 
Hassle-free mounting
The magnetic design of the K2 system makes it quick and easy to change filters. It guarantees a secure and stable mount, preventing
accidental detachment or shifting during shooting. With the integrated level, you can precisely and easily mount the filter vertically or
horizontally. All you need to do is to choose the appropriate thread of the intermediate ring, then place the main base on the adapter of
your choice and secure it  by tightening the appropriate threads -  this  solution provides greater  security.  You no longer have to worry
about the inappropriate positioning of the filter and can enjoy a professional and aesthetically pleasing result.
 
Practical accessories included
The kit includes everything you need to start your creative journey. The main base, the VND1-5/CPL and VND6-9/ND32-CPL filters, the
VND base,  adapters  of  different  sizes  (67  mm,  72  mm,  77  mm and  82  mm),  a  back  cap,  a  lens  cap  for  mounting  on  the  VND1-5  or
VND6-9, and a practical filter case will all provide you with full functionality and convenience.
 
Included:
Storage case
Main base
VND base
VND105/CPL
VND6-9/ND32CPL
Lens cap
Rear cap
67 mm adapter
72 mm adapter
77 mm adapter
82 mm adapter
	Manufacturer
	Freewell
	Model
	FW-K2-VNDKIT
	Adapter sizes
	67 mm, 72 mm, 77 mm, 82 mm
	Filter types
	VND105/CPL, VND6-9/ND32CPL
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	Compatibility
	52 mm, 55 mm, 58 mm, 62 mm, 67 mm, 72 mm, 77 mm, 82 mm adapters and Gradient, Mist, Steak, ND filters

Preço:

Antes: € 509.9949

Agora: € 475.00

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Filters
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